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In the first part of this article we formulate a random fixed point theorem for
random dynamical systems where a contraction condition is formulated as an
expectation of a particular expression. In the following we are going to formulate a
random graph transformation. This transformation defines a random dynamical
system. Under certain conditions this random dynamical system has a random fixed
point which can be found by the mentioned random fixed point theorem. In one
application we show that random dynamical systems given by particular differential
equations have a random unstable invariant manifold. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The graph transformation is an important tool in the theory of dynamical
systems. For instance, this transformation can be used to prove the
w xexistence of in¤ariant manifolds, see Babin and Vishik 2, Chap. 5 , Mars-
w x w xden and McCracken 13, Chap. 1 , Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub 11 . Roughly
speaking, we call such a manifold stable if the states on this manifold tend
exponentially fast to a steady state of the dynamical system as time t tends
to infinity. The same is true for the unstable manifold as time t tends to
w x w xy‘, see Hale 10 , Babin and Vishik 2 .
A generalization of deterministic or autonomous systems are the ran-
dom dynamical systems. Important examples of these dynamical systems are
differential equations or difference equations with time-dependent and
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random coefficients. This time dependence is given by the operators of a
flow which leave a probability measure invariant. In this sense we assume
that the coefficients of the equations that define random dynamical
systems are stationary processes. For the exact definition of a random
dynamical system see the following text.
In the first part we formulate a random fixed point theorem for random
dynamical systems. Theorems which state the existence of random fixed
w x w xpoints are formulated for instance in Bharuchia-Reid 3 , Engl 8 , Hong-
w x w x w xKun Xu 12 , Papageorgiou 14 , and Tzu-Chu Lin 17 . We deal with a
different kind of random fixed points. Our fixed point theorem allows us to
find unique stationary solutions of random dynamical systems which are
stable. It is a random version of the well-known Banach fixed point
theorem which are applied to a set of random variables fulfilling certain
growth conditions w.r.t. the measure preserving flow called temperedness. It
is important to note that the contraction condition is only defined in the
average. This random fixed point theorem is a generalization of a fixed
w xpoint principle in Schmalfuss 15 in which the existence of strong station-
ary solutions for stochastic partial differential equations was proved assum-
ing the existence of positively invariant sets.
In the second part of the article we deal with a graph transformation for
random dynamical systems. We prove that this transformation defines a
new, a lifted random dynamical system defined on a function space.
By the observation that the random graph transformation is in itself also
a random dynamical system we are in a position to use the random fixed
point theorem to prove the existence of stationary solutions.
In the third part of the article we consider an example demonstrating
how to use the random graph transformation and the random fixed point
theorem to find the unstable manifold of a random dynamical systems.
This random dynamical system is given by a semicoupled random differen-
tial equation. Stable and unstable manifolds for random dynamical systems
w xwere investigated by Wanner 18 . To prove the existence of these invari-
ant manifolds he uses particular deterministic fixed point theorems on
subsets of functions satisfying exponential growth conditions. Another kind
of invariant manifold for random dynamical systems was studied in Boxler
w x w x4 and Dahlke 7 .
However, we are going to find random invariant manifolds by another
technique based on the random graph transformation. In our approach we
formulate the assumption for the Lipschitz constants in a more general
a¤eraged sense which differs from Wanner's and Boxler's considerations
where the assumptions concerning the Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear
Ž .part are deterministic uniformly bounded . In this approach we only study
random differential equations which are decoupled in one direction. For
w xmore general examples we refer to Schmalfuss 16 .
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2. A RANDOM FIXED POINT THEOREM
Here we give the definition of random dynamical systems for which we
later establish a fixed point theorem. A model describing random pertur-
bations is a metric dynamical system. A metric dynamical system is given by
Ž  4 . Ž .  4u [ V, F, P, u , where V, F, P is a probability space, and ut t g T t t g T
is a flow of P-preserving transformations for time T s Z or R,
u s u (u , for all t , t g T,tqt t t
u s id.0
We use the notation u u s u (u . If T s R, then we also assume thet t t t
Ž .B m F, F -measurability ofR
R = V 2 t , v ‹ u v g V .Ž . t
 4In both cases, we assume the u -ergodicity of P.t t g T
Let us note that a metric dynamical system is a general model for a
Ž .random noise. Suppose that G is a complete metric space. A cocycle is a
mapping,
f : T = V = G “ G,
such that for any t, t g T, v g V, x g G,
f t q t , v , x s f t , u v , ? (f t , v , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t
1Ž .
f 0, v , x s x .Ž .
Later on we need a more general definition of a cocycle. Suppose we have
 Ž .4a family of nonempty sets G v . We assume that we have a map-v g V
ping f,
 4t , v , x g T = v = G v “ f t , v , x g G u v , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .D t
vgV
Ž . Žsuch that the property 1 is fulfilled. A cocycle f which is B m F mT
. Ž .B , B -measurable or in the sense of 2 measurable with respect to theG G
Ž .appropriate trace s-algebra is called measurable. The pair u , f is called
random dynamical system. Many publications contain a definition of a
cocycle which implies the measurability assumption automatically. How-
ever, for our construction later on it would be too strong to assume this
Ž .measurability. If the mapping x ‹ f t, v, x is continuous for any t g T,
v g V, then we have a continuous cocycle.
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More generally, we could assume that the cocycle is defined only for
nonnegative time Tq. In the following we formulate a fixed point theorem
for random variables. This theorem states the existence of random fixed
U Ž .points or stationary solutions g v for random dynamical systems such
that
f t , v , gU v s gU u v , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . t
for t g T and v g VX where VX ; V is a u-invariant set of full P-measure.
Let us introduce a particular class of v-dependent mappings. We call a
mapping f on V with values in Rq tempered if
logq f u vŽ .t
lim s 0, 4Ž .
< <tt“"‘
for v g V. This condition is equivalent to the subexponential growth of
Ž .t ‹ f u v ,t
lim eyc < t < f u v s 0, for any c ) 0, v g V . 5Ž . Ž .t
t“"‘
Ž .Suppose f is a random variable, then 4 has only one alternative property:
on a set of full measure we have
logq f u vŽ .t
lim sup s q‘.
< <tt“"‘
In particular, we have the following sufficient condition for temperedness
of a random variable f on a u-invariant set VX ; V of full measure,
E logq f - ‘, if T s Z,
6q Ž .E sup log f u v - ‘, if T s R,Ž .t
w xtg 0, 1
which is a simple consequence of the Birkhoff ergodic theorem. On the
other hand, if f is majorized by a tempered mapping, then f is tempered
itself. Moreover, the sum or the product of finitely many tempered
mappings is also tempered.
Remark 2.1. Sometimes when we have a metric dynamical system with
T s R we are only interested in temperedness w.r.t. the restricted metric
 4dynamical system with flow u .i ig Z
In what follows we are going to formulate a fixed point theorem for
w xrandom variables generalizing Schmalfuss 15 , which is a random analo-
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gous of the Banach fixed point theorem. In particular, we show the
Ž .existence of a unique random fixed point or stationary solution for a
random dynamical system. A contraction condition is only satisfied on the
average.
Before we state the theorem we note the following simple fact based on
1Ž .the Birkhoff ergodic theorem. Let k g L V, F, P and let u be a metric
 4dynamical system with time T s R or T s Z. Then there exists a u i ig Z
invariant set V of full measure such that
i.11
lim k u v s E k , for v g V . 7Ž .Ž .Ý yj< <ii“"‘ js0
Ž Ž . .THEOREM 2.2. Let G v , d be a family of metric spaces which arev
Ž . Ž .subspaces of a metric space G, d such that the restriction of d on G v is
equi¤alent to d and let f be a random dynamical system with a cocycle inv
Ž .the sense of 2 on the metric dynamical system u o¤er a probability space
Ž .V, F, P where P is ergodic w.r.t. u . The cocycle f which is supposed to be
continuous is defined on nonnegati¤e time Tq. Let k be an integrable random
X Ž Ž ..¤ariable such that E k \ K - 0. Let V ; V defined in 7 be a u-in¤ariant
set of full measure and let G X be a nonempty set of random ¤ariablesV
Ž . Ž .v ‹ g v g G v ha¤ing the following properties:
v Mapping into: We suppose
v ‹ f t , u v , g u v g G X , 8Ž . Ž .Ž .yt yt V
for g g G X , t g Tq.V
v Ž Ž Ž ... X``Completeness'': If the sequence f t, u v, g u v , g g G foryt yt V
t “ ‘ is a Cauchy sequence for any v g VX, then this limit has to be in G X .V
v
XContraction: We assume that for v g V ,
d f 1, v , g , f 1, v , gŽ . Ž .Ž .u v 1 21sup log F k v , 9Ž . Ž .
d g , gŽ .Ž . v 1 2g /g _ v1 2
Ž .if G v contains more than one element.
v Temperedness: In case of discrete time we assume that
Xv ‹ d g v , g v , g , g g GŽ . Ž .Ž .v V
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is tempered. In case of continuous time this mapping and
v ‹ sup d f s, u v , g u v , g v 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .v ys ys
w xsg 0, 1
are tempered in the sense of Remark 2.1.
Then there exists a fixed point gU g G X for the restriction of f and u on VXV
Ž .fulfilling 3 . This fixed point is unique. In addition, we ha¤e the following
con¤ergence with exponential rate,
lim d f t , u v , g u v , gU v s 0, v g VX , 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .v yt yt
t“‘
lim d f t , v , g v , gU u v s 0, a.s. 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .u v ttt“‘
for any g g G X .V
Proof. We prove the continuous time case Tqs Rq. The discrete time
case is a simple version of this case.
Ž . XXi For any « ) 0, g , g g G and v g V there exists an1 2 V
Ž .i v, « , g , g such that for i ) i ,0 1 2 0
d f i , u v , g u v , f i , u v , g u vŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .v yi 1 yi yi 2 yi
F d f 1, u v , f i y 1, u v , g u v ,Ž .Ž .Ž .Žv y1 yi 1 yi
f 1, u v , f i y 1, u v , g u vŽ .Ž .Ž . .y1 yi 2 yi
F ekŽuy1 v .d f i y 1, u v , g u v ,Ž .Ž .Žu v yi 1 yiy1
f i y 1, u v , g u vŽ .Ž . .yi 2 yi
i
Ž1r2.K iF exp k u v d g u v , g u v - e - « ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý yj u v 1 yi 2 yiyiž /js1
Ž Ž . Ž ..by the temperedness of v ‹ d g v , g v .v 1 2
Ž . Ž .ii It follows by the estimate in i and by the cocycle property,
d f i , u v , g u v , f i q 1, u v , g u vŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .v yi yi yiy1 yiy1
i
F exp k u v d g u v , f 1, u v , g u v .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý yj u v yi yiy1 yiy1yiž /js1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For 0 F t F t one has by i and ii ,1
d f t , u v , g u v , f t , u v , g u vŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /v yt yt 1 yt yt1 1
w xt
F exp k u vŽ .Ý yjž /js1
w x= d f t y t , u u v , g u u v ,Ž .Ž .žu v ytqw t x yw t x ytqw t x yw t xyw t x
w xf t y t , u u v , g u u vŽ .Ž . /1 yt qw t x yw t x yt qw t x yw t x1 1
w xt
F exp k u vŽ .Ý yjž /js1
w x= d f t y t , u u v , g u u v , g u vŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /u v ytqw t x yw t x ytqw t x yw t x yw t xyw t xž
w x w xt y t y11
q d f j, u v , g u v ,Ž .Ž .Ý žu v yw t xyj yw t xyjyw t x
js0
f j q 1, u v , g u vŽ .Ž . /yw t xyjy1 yw t xyjy1
w x w xqd f t y t , u v , g u v ,Ž .Ž .žu v 1 yw t x yw t xyw t x 1 1
w xf t y t , u u v , g u u v .Ž .Ž . /1 yt qw t x yw t x yt qw t x yw t x1 1 /
The last expression can be written as
w x w xd f t y t , u v , g u v ,Ž .Ž .žu v 1 yw t x yw t xyw t x 1 1
w x w xf t y t , u v ,ž 1 yw t x1
w xf t y t , u u v , g u u v . 13Ž .Ž .Ž . /1 1 yt qw t x yw t x yt qw t x yw t x1 1 1 1 1 1
w x Ž . Ž ŽUsing the abbreviations t s i and l v [ 2 sup d f s, u v,sgw0, 1x v ys
Ž .. Ž ... Ž . Ž .g u v , g v one can show from ii and 13 the following estimateys
which is true for any t G t,1
d f t , u v , g u v , f t , u v , g u vŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /v yt yt 1 yt yt1 1
i ‘ m
F exp k u v exp k u v l u v . 14Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýyj yiyj yiymž /ž / ž /js1 ms0 js1
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The right-hand side of the last formula is finite for v g VX, t G 0 by the
Ž Ž ..temperedness of l see 10 and
m
qk u v f Km “ y‘, for m “ ‘, for any i g Z .Ž .Ý yiyj
js1
Ž .We now show that the right hand side of 14 tends to zero for i “ ‘.
Ž .Because the first factor on the right-hand side of 14 has an exponential
decay we are done if we can show that
‘ m
exp k u v l u v 15Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý yiyj yiymž /
ms0 js1
Ž Ž .. Xhas a subexponential growth with respect to i see 5 , for v g V . We can
Ž .rewrite and we can estimate the interior terms of 15 replacing v by u vyi
by
mqi i
exp k u v y K y k u v y KŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýyj yjž js1 js1
qmK q logq l u v . 16Ž . Ž .yiym /
X Ž . Ž .For any « ) 0, v g V we have i « , v such that for any i G i « , v ,0 0
i
qlog l u v F « i , k u v y K F « i .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýyi yj
js1
The first estimate follows from the temperedness of l and the second
Ž .estimate follows from 7 . In particular, we have for i G i ,0
iqm
qlog l u v F « i q m , k u v y K F « i q m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ýyiym yj
js1
where « is independent of m g Zq. Let c be an arbitrary positive number.
We choose an « such that
1 c
0 - « - y max y , K .ž /4 2
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Therefore,
‘ m ‘
yŽ cr2. i ym«e exp k u v l u v F e - ‘,Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýyiyj yiymž /ž /ms0 js1 ms0
for i ) i and v g VX, hence,0
‘ m
yc ilim e exp k u v l u v s 0, 17Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý yiyj yiymž /ž /i“‘ ms0 js1
Ž .which shows that 15 is tempered.
Ž Ž Ž ...Summarizing, we found that f t, u v, g u v is a Cauchy sequenceyt yt
X U Ž .Xfor v g V , g g G . The limit of this sequence is denoted by g v . ByV
assumption we know that gU g G X .V
Ž . U Ž .iv On account of the continuity of f the mapping g fulfills 3 ,
f t , v , gU v s f t , v , lim f t , u v , g u vŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .yt ytž /
t“‘
s lim f t q t , u u v , g u u v s gU u v ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ytyt t ytyt t t
t“‘
for any t G 0, v g VX.
Ž . U U Xv Assuming there exist two stationary solutions g , g g G .1 2 V
Ž . U Ž . U Ž . XThen by i it follows that g v s g v , v g V .1 2
Ž . Ž .vi The convergence 11 follows from the stated Cauchy sequence
Ž . Ž Ž ..property. For t “ ‘ we can replace in 14 f t , u v, g u v by1 1 yt yt1 1U Ž . Ž . Ž .g v where the estimate in 14 remains true. Formula 17 shows that
Ž .the convergence in 11 is exponentially fast. In addition, by Flandoli and
w x Ž .Langa 9, Section 4 it follows the forward convergence of 12 with
exponential rate almost surely.
Ž .Remark 2.3. i For the discrete time case the invariance assumptions
Ž Ž Ž .. Ž ..Xfor G include that d f 1, u v, g u v , g v is tempered.V v y1 y1
Ž . 1 q 1 yii We can replace the assumption k g L by k g L and E k s ‘.
Ž .Indeed, in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we can replace k by max k, yn ,
Ž .where n g N is sufficiently large so that E max k, yn - 0.
Ž .iii Assume the cocycle f is defined for any t g T. Then the
invariance assertion for gU is also satisfied for any t g T.
Ž .iv An analysis of the proof shows that we only need the measura-
bility of the cocycle and of the elements of G X for the convergenceV
Ž . Uproperty 12 and for the measurability of the fixed point g . However,
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without measurability of the cocycle and if G X is only a particular set ofV
v-dependent mappings we can also find a fixed point which is not measur-
Ž .able, in general, such that 3 is fulfilled. Sometimes we assume meas-
urability of the cocycle and the elements of G X in a weaker form.V
This weaker measurability transfers to a weaker measurability of the fixed
point gU.
Ž .v In the formulation of the main theorem of this section we
introduced metrics depending on v. Therefore it is possible to formulate
w xthis fixed point theorem in the sense of random norms, see Arnold 1 or
w xWanner 18 . These norms can be used to describe the growth in particular
directions.
Ž . U Ž .Xvi Suppose g is generated by a g g G as in iii of the proof ofV
Theorem 2.2. Then one can show similarly to this proof that v ‹
Ž Ž . U Ž ..d g v , g v is tempered in the sense of Remark 2.1. Thus, by thev
Ž Ž . U Ž .. Xtriangle inequality, v ‹ d g v , g v is also tempered for any g g G .v V
3. THE RANDOM GRAPH TRANSFORMATION
In this section we establish the concept random unstable manifold. In
addition, we are going to show that the graph transformation for a random
dynamical system also defines a cocycle where the state space is a function
Ž .space. We assert that a random fixed point or stationary solution of this
random dynamical system forms the graph of an unstable manifold.
Ž  4 .Let u [ V, F, P, u be an ergodic metric dynamical system, andt t g R
consider a cocycle S on R d with time set T s Z or R having the fixed
Ž . dpoint 0. u , S is a random dynamical system over the state space R .
Ž .We consider measurable multifunctions M v which are invariant in
the sense that
S t , v , M v ; M u v . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . t
Ž .In particular, we consider sets M v such that for t g R, v g V for
Ž . Ž .x g M v the states S t, v, x tend exponentially fast to 0 for t “ y‘.
qŽ .We call this set random unstable invariant set denoted by M v . From
this decay condition and from the fact that the cocycle S is defined for any
Ž .t g T it can also be shown that one can replace in 18 ; by s , see
w xArnold 1 . In the same manner we could study random stable invariant
yŽ .sets M v , given by states that tend exponentially fast to zero for t “ ‘.
But these considerations are essentially the same as for unstable sets. So
we do not repeat this case.
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We now suppose that S is a cocycle consisting of Lipschitz continuous
Ž .mappings S t, v, ? which are differentiable at x s 0, so we are able to
Ž . XŽ .determine the linearization of S t, v, ? at x s 0 denoted by S t, v, 0 .
For discrete time we assume that this linear operator satisfies
y1X Xq q5 5 5 5E log S 1, v , 0 q log S 1, v , 0 - ‘. 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Similarly, for a random dynamical system with continuous time we assume
that
y1X Xq q5 5 5 5E sup log S t , v , 0 q sup log S t , v , 0 - ‘.Ž . Ž .ž /
w x w xtg 0, 1 tg 0, 1
By these assumptions we can apply the multiplicative ergodic theorem, see
w x w xArnold 1 or Wanner 18 , which provides the existence of Lyapuno¤
exponents l ) l ) ??? l , p F d. By the assumption of ergodicity of the1 2 p
Ž .metric dynamical system these Lyapunov exponents are almost surely
independent of v. In particular, one can find a u-invariant set of full
measure such that for any v in this set the assertions of the multiplicative
ergodic theorem are fulfilled. Without loss of generality this set is denoted
by V. From now on we assume that the fixed point 0 of the random
dynamical system is hyperbolic which means that
l ) l ) ??? l ) 0 ) l ) ??? ) l ,1 2 r rq1 p
for some r satisfying 1 F r F p y 1.
The multiplicative ergodic theorem also gives the existence of invariant
qŽ . yŽ .unstable, stable linear subspaces E v , E v so that
q y  4E v l E v s 0 ,Ž . Ž .
Eq v [ Ey v s R d ,Ž . Ž .
SX t , v , 0 Eq v s Eq u v ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t
SX t , v , 0 Ey v s Ey u v .Ž . Ž . Ž .t
qŽ .The linear space E v is defined to be the direct sum of the Oseledets
spaces related to Lyapunov exponents bigger than 0. Similarly, we can
yŽ . "construct the space E v . There also exist measurable projections pv
d "Ž .from R onto E v .
The goal of this article is to prove the existence of a random unstable
qŽ .manifold M v which is given as a perturbation of the unstable linear
qŽ .space E v . Unstable manifolds satisfy particular regularity conditions.
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In the following we demonstrate our method to find Lipschitz-continuous
manifolds. However, this method also enables us to find manifolds satisfy-
ing stronger regularity conditions. We start with some definitions of
function spaces in which we seek for unstable manifolds. Let C 0, 1 be the0
space of global Lipschitz continuous functions u on R d with values in R d
Ž .such that u 0 s 0 where the norm is given by
< <u x y u xŽ . Ž .1 2
5 5u s sup .L < <x y xd 1 2x /x gR1 2
In addition, we consider a second Banach space CG of continuous func-0
Ž .tions u with u 0 s 0 such that the norm,
< <u xŽ .
5 5u [ sup - ‘.G < <xd  4xgR _ 0
The space C 0, 1 is continuously embedded in CG. Using this function space0 0
we can define
U Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose there exists a mapping g v g
GŽ qŽ . yŽ . yŽ .. 1 dC E v , E v , E v . In addition, we suppose that for fixed x g R0
U Ž . d U Ž .the mapping V 2 v ‹ g v, x g R is measurable, where g v, x is
U Ž .the evaluation of the continuous function g v at x. If the random
unstable set is given by
Mq v s x s xqq gU v , xq : xqg Eq v , 20 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 qŽ .4then M v is called the random unstable invariant manifold of thev g V
Ž .random dynamical system u , S at 0.
Ž .We mention that the measurability of the multifunction defined in 20
U Ž .follows from continuity of g v :
 qŽ .4 Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Assume M v is gi¤en by 20 . Then this multifunc-v g V
tion is measurable.
U Ž . qŽ .Proof. g v is a continuous function, hence M v is closed. By
w xCastaing and Valadier, 5, Lemma III.14 , the mappings,
v , x ‹ pqx , v , x ‹ gU v , xŽ . Ž . Ž .v
1 GŽ qŽ . yŽ .. GŽ d d. U Ž .We identify C E v , E v with the subspace of C R , R such that g x s0 0
y U Ž q .p g p x .v v
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Ž .are jointly measurable. Hence the mapping,
v , x ‹ y y pqx y gU v , x 21Ž . Ž . Ž .v
d  qŽ .4is measurable for any y g R . To prove that M v is measurablev g V
we have to show that
< q U <inf y y p x y g v , xŽ .v
dxgR
d wis measurable for any y g R , see Castaing and Valadier 5, Theorem
x Ž .III.9 , which follows immediately from the continuity in x of 21 .
Remark 3.3. Similarly, we can define and we can prove the measurabil-
Ž .ity of other kinds of manifolds which are invariant in the sense of 18 .
In the following we are going to construct a cocycle on CG. First we0
have to note some properties of this space.
LEMMA 3.4. For any r G 0 the set,
0, 1 5 50 , 1B 0, r s u g C : u F rŽ .  4LC 00
is closed in CG.0
GŽ . Ž .0, 1Proof. Let u g B 0, r be a C -converging sequence with limitn C 00
u . Thus u tends to u uniformly on any compact subset of R d. Hence we0 n 0
have for any x / x g R d,1 2
< < < <u x y u x u x y u xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 n 2 0 1 0 2
lim s F r ,
< < < <x y x x y xn“‘ 1 2 1 2
Ž .0, 1such that u g B 0, r .0 C0
Ž . GLet G v , v g V be a subspace of functions in C . We suppose that0
yŽ .these functions have values in E v . Similar to the deterministic graph
Ž w xtransformation see Babin and Vishik 2, Chap. 5 and Marsden and
w x. Ž .McCracken 13, Section 1 we suppose that for g g G u v ,yt
Eq u v 2 xq‹ Sq t , u v , xqq g xq s yqg Eq vŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .yt yt
qŽ . qŽ .defines a bijection from E u v onto E v for any t G 0, v g V,yt
Ž . "Ž . " Ž .g g G u v where S t, v, ? s p S t, v, ? . The inverse mapping isyt u vt
Ž .Ž q.denoted by T t, v, g y . We define the following mapping,
f t , v , g yq sSy t , v , T t , u v , g yq qg T t , u v , g yq .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .t t
22Ž .
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Ž . Ž .f t, v, ? is only defined on G v for v g V. The images are assumed to
Ž .be contained in G u v . This mapping represents the random grapht
transformation. The deterministic graph transformation transforms a graph
Ž w x.of a mapping into another graph see Babin and Vishik 2, p. 224f . To
find an invariant manifold one has to look for a fixed point of this
transformation. Similarly, in the random case we transform a graph by a
Ž .random mapping. But it would not make sense to look for nontrivial fixed
points of this mapping. Indeed, in contrast to the deterministic case the
Ž . Ž .random graph transformation f t, v, ? transforms a graph from G v
Ž .into a graph of another fiber G u v . To find the random analogous of at
Ž .fixed point a stationary solution one needs a particular structure, which is
a cocycle.
 Ž .4THEOREM 3.5. Assume G v is a multifunction such that for thev g V
Ž .mapping defined in 22 ,
f t , v , G v ; G u v .Ž . Ž .Ž . t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then u , f defines a cocycle in the sense of 1 and 2 .
Ž .Proof. For t G 0, v g V, g g G v we set
m s f t , v , g . 23Ž . Ž .
First we show that
T t q t , u v , g zq s T t , u v , g ? (T t , u v , m zq ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tqt t tqt
zqg Eq u v .Ž .tqt
q qŽ .Let x g E v . Then we have
zqs Sq t q t , v , xqq g xq m xqs T t q t , u v , g zq .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . tqt
q qŽ q Ž q..On the other hand, we have by y s S t, v, x q g x the relation
Ž .Ž q. q Ž .T t,u v, g y s x . On account of 23 we havet
zqs Sq t , u v , Sq t , v , xqq g xq q m Sq t , v , xqq g xq .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .t
From the last equation we find
T t , u v , m zq s yqs Sq t , v , xqq g xq ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .tqt
which gives the asserted proposition.
 Ž .4 Ž .We now check that f is a cocycle on G v . Equation 23 givesv g V
m yq [ Sy t , v , T t , u v yq q g T t , u v , g yqŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .t t
s f t , v , g yq , yqg Eq u v .Ž . Ž . Ž .t
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q Ž .For any z g E u v we havetqt
f t , u v , m zq s Sy t , u v , T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Žt t tqt
qm T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž .Ž . .tqt
s Sy t , u v , S t , v , T t , u v , gŽ .ŽŽ t t
( T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž .Ž .tqt
qg T t , u v , g T t , u v , m zq .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . . .t tqt
This follows by
Sq t , v , T t , u v , g T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž t tqt
qg T t , u v , g T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . .t tqt
s T t , u v , m zq ,Ž . Ž .tqt
Sy t , v , T t , u v , g T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž t tqt
qg T t , u v , g T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . .t tqt
s m T t , u v , m zq .Ž . Ž .Ž .tqt
Ž .In particular, the last equation follows by 23 . We can continue by
f t , u v , m zq s Sy t q t , v , T t , u v , g T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Žt t tqt
qg T t , u v , g T t , u v , m zqŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . .t tqt
s Sy t q t , v , T t q t , u v , g zqŽ . Ž .Ž tqt
qg T t q t , u v , g zqŽ . Ž .Ž . .tqt
s f t q t , v , g zq .Ž . Ž .
Using the fact that the random graph transformation defines a cocycle we
Ž .can look for a fixed point of the system u , f .
Ž .THEOREM 3.6. Suppose the cocycle defined by 22 has a stationary
U Ž . Ž . GŽ qŽ . yŽ .. Ž .solution g v, ? g G v l C E v , E v so that 3 is fulfilled. For0
any x g R d the mapping,
v ‹ gU v , xŽ .
is assumed to be measurable. Then we ha¤e a random in¤ariant manifold
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .  qM v such that M u v > S t, v, M v where M v s x qv g V t
U Ž q. q qŽ .4g v, x , x g E v .
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The proof is straightforward. Indeed, we have
S t , v , xqq gU v , xqŽ .Ž .
s Sq t , v , xqq gU v , xq q Sy t , v , xqq gU v , xqŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s Sq t , v , xqq gU v , xq q gU u v , Sq t , v , xqq gU v , xqŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .t
g Mq u v ,Ž .t
q qŽ . U Ž . y U Ž q .for x g E v . On the other hand we have g v, x s p g v, p x byv v
Ž . Ž .the definition of f t, v . By Lemma 3.2 the multifunction M v is
measurable.
Particular assumptions will be formulated to ensure that this invariant
manifold is unstable.
4. THE UNSTABLE MANIFOLD FOR A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
RANDOM DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
We now want to apply the random graph transformation to show that a
particular two-dimensional differential equation has a random unstable
invariant manifold. For this example we suppose that one of the equations
of this system depends only on one variable, which allows us to formulate
the conditions for existence of such a manifold in a weak form, that is in
an a¤eraged sense. For more general examples based on the method
w xformulated in Section 3 we refer to Schmalfuss 16 .
We consider the following two-dimensional differential equation,
duq
q q q q q qs a u q b u , u 0 s x g R,Ž . Ž .u v u vt tdt
24Ž .
duy
y y y q y y ys a u q b u , u , u 0 s x g R.Ž . Ž .u v u vt tdt
We assume that the mappings,
v ‹ a" , V = R 2 v , uq ‹ bq uq g R,Ž . Ž .v v
V = R2 2 v , u ‹ by u g RŽ . Ž .v
are measurable. In addition, we assume that bq, by are differentiable at
zero, that
E aq) 0, E ay- 0, aq, ayg L1 V , F , P ,Ž .
bq 0 s Dbq 0 s 0, 25Ž . Ž . Ž .v v
by 0 s Dby 0 s 0, for v g V ,Ž . Ž .v v
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and that t ‹ aq , t ‹ ay are locally integrable for v g V. In addition,u v u vt t
Ž q y.we suppose that the nonlinear part b s b , b is globally Lipschitzv v v
continuous with Lipschitz constant L , where t ‹ L is locally inte-v u vt
Ž .grable for v g V. These assumptions ensure that Eq. 24 has a unique
w xsolution, see Coddington and Levinson, Chap. 2, 6 which depends mea-
Ž q y.surably on t, v, x , x .
Ž .We now consider the random dynamical system generated by Eq. 24 .
Ž q y. Ž .The operators S t, v, x , x are given by the solution of Eq. 24 with
Ž q y.initial condition x , x for a path v at time t. The linearization of
Ž q y.S t, v, x , x at zero is the diagonal matrix,
eH
t
0 a
q
ut v
dt 0XS t , v , 0 s .Ž . t yH a dtž /0 u vt0 e
In this particular case we have two Oseledets spaces which are indepen-
Ž .dent of v where by 25 one of these spaces is the unstable linear space
q Ž .4 yE s span 1, 0 and the other space is the stable linear space E s
Ž .4span 0, 1 . We now prove the existence of an unstable manifold if the
Ž .expectation of the coefficients of 24 satisfies certain conditions.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume for the coefficients of the random differential
Ž . q y 1Ž . q yequation introduced in 24 that a , a , L g L V, F, P , E a ) 0, E a - 0
and
5
q y qE sup log L - ‘, E a y a q L - 0,u vs ž /2 26Ž .w xsg 0, 1
qE ya q L - 0.Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then the random dynamical system u , S generated by 24 has a random
unstable manifold represented by a Lipschitz continuous function.
Ž . Ž .Proof. i We calculate some a priori estimates for the solution of 24 .
Ž .Because the coefficients of 24 are Lipschitz continuous the mapping
Ž . q qŽ q.x ‹ S t, v, x and x ‹ u t, v, x have the same property. In particu-
qŽ q.lar, calculating the square of u t, v, x by the chain rule gives
eH
t
0 a
q
ut v
qLut v dt , t G 0q5 5u t , v , ? F 27Ž . Ž .G yt q½ H ya qL dt0 u v u vyt yte , t F 0.
q 5 5The same relation is true if we estimate u in the ? -norm. From nowL
0, 1 0, 1Ž q y. Ž .on we assume g g C s C E , E . We consider 24 with initial0 0
Ž qŽ . yŽ .. Ž q Ž q..condition u 0 , u 0 s x , g x . By the estimate,
< y q y < < y< < q< < y< < y< 2 < q< 2 < y< 22 b u , u u F 2 L u u q 2 L u F L u q 3L u ,Ž .v v v v v
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Ž . Ž .one finds for the second equation 24 in a similar manner to 27 for t G 0
that
t2 2y y 5 5S t , v , ? q g ? F exp 2 a q 3L dt gŽ .Ž . Ž .H GG u v u vt tž /0
t 2q5 5q L u t , v , ?Ž .H Gu vt
0
t y? exp 2 a q 3L ds dt . 28Ž .Ž .H u v u vs sž /
t
5 5 5 5The same estimates remain true if we replace all ? -norms by ? -G L
norms.
Ž . qii We introduce a cocycle on a function space. S is generated by
uq, hence
T t , v , g xq s uq yt , v , xq ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which shows that T ?, ? , g is independent of g . Indeed, this follows
Ž .because the differential equation 24 is semicoupled. By Theorem 3.5,
f t , v , g s Sy t , v , T t , u v q g T t , u vŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .t t
defines a cocycle on C 0, 1.0
Ž .We have by 27 if we replace v by u v,t
t qg T t , u v F exp ya q L dt , t G 0.Ž .Ž . Ž .Ht u v u vG t tž /0
Ž .Then it follows from 28 that
5 5 2 5 5 2 H
t
0 2 a
y
u vy2 aqu vq5 Lu v dtt t tf t , v , g F g eŽ . G G
t Xt y qH 2 a y2 a q5L dtt u v u v u vt9 t9 t9q L e dt . 29Ž .H u vt
0
5 5 5 5The same estimate is true if we replace ? by ? .G L
Ž .iii We now check the assumptions of the fixed point Theorem 2.2.
Ž . 0, 1 XFor the phase space we choose G v ’ C . Let V be a u-invariant set0
of full measure such that
1 t " "y q y qlim 2 a y 2 a q 5L dt s E 2 a y 2 a q 5L ,Ž .Ž .H u v u v u vt t ttt“"‘ 0
1 t q qlim ya q L dt s E ya q L - 0, 30Ž . Ž .Ž .H u v u vt ttt“"‘ 0
sup logy Lsgw0, 1x u u vt slim s 0.
tt“"‘
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The existence of such a u-invariant set follows from the ergodic theorem
Ž . Ž .and from 26 . For the third property in 30 we have to use the fact that
sup sup logq L F sup logq L ,u u v u vt s s
w x w x w xtg 0, 1 sg 0, 1 sg 0, 2
and that the expectation of the right-hand side is finite, which follows
Ž .immediately from the first condition in 26 . A consequence of the first
Ž .and third property of 30 is that
t < y q <H 2 a y 2 a q 5L ds0 u u v u u v u u vt s t s t slim s 0,
tt“"‘
31Ž .
sup logq Lsgw0, t x u u vs tlim s 0,
tt“"‘
for any v g VX, t ) 0.
Let G X be the set of mappings defined on VX with values in C 0, 1 suchV 0
that for g g G X ,V
5 5w ‹ g vŽ . G
is tempered. In addition, we suppose that for fixed x g R d,
V
X 2 v ‹ g v , xŽ .
is measurable. We note that in contrast to Remark 2.1 we included in the
definition of G X the stronger temperedness w.r.t. continuous time. ThenV
5 5 Xg y g fulfills the assumption of Theorem 2.2 for g , g g G . ToG1 2 1 2 V
5 Ž Ž ..5ensure the invariance we have to check that v ‹ f t , v, g v is alsoG
Ž .Xtempered for any t ) 0, g g G . On account of 29 it is sufficient to showV
that
5 5 2log max g u v , 1Ž .Ž .Gž /t
lim ž < <tt“"‘
t1
y q< <q 2 a y 2 a q 5L ds s 0,H u u v u u v u u vt s t s t s /< <t 0
t t
Xq y qlog L exp 2 a y 2 a q 5L ds dsŽ .H Hu u v u u v u u v u u vs t t s9 t s9 t s9ž /0 slim s 0.
< <tt“"‘
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The first relation follows straightforwardly from g g G X and the firstV
Ž .relation in 31 . The expression in the last formula can be estimated by
t1 tq1 Xq q y qlog exp sup log L q 2 a y2 a q5L ds dsH Hu u v u u v u u v u u vs t t s9 t s9 t s9ž /< <t 0 0w xsg 0, t
1
qF sup log Lu u vs tž< <t w xsg 0, t
t
Xy qq 2 a y 2 a q 5L ds q log t q 1 ,Ž .H u u v u u v u u vt s9 t s9 t s9 /0
which proves the asserted property.
Ž Ž Ž ...We now show that if f t, u v, g u v is a Cauchy sequence, thenyt yt
this limit is contained in G X . Using the abbreviation A s 2 ay y 2 aq qV v v v
Ž .5L we find by 29 replacing v by u v that any limit point ofv yt
Ž Ž Ž Ž ... Gf t u v, g u v for t “ ‘ is contained in a C -ball with center zeroyt yt 0
and radius,
0 X0H A dtt u vt9L e dt .H u vty‘
X Ž .This term is finite for v g V by 30 . Thus we have to show the
temperedness of this term. Sufficient for this temperedness is that
0 tq qH A d syc < t < log L v tqt u vu stqtlim e e dt s 0,H
t“"‘ y‘
for any c ) 0. We consider only the case t “ y‘, as in the case t “ ‘ we
can establish the convergence to zero similarly. We can write this formula
as
0 q tc t log L qH Ž A yE A. d syt E Au v tqt u vtqt se e dtH
y‘
0 q 0 0ct log L qH Ž A yE A. d syH Ž A yE A. d syt E Au v tqt u v t u vtqt s ss e e dt . 32Ž .H
y‘
X Ž .The assumption of the theorem gives for any « ) 0, v g V a t v, « - 0
Ž .such that for t - t v, « ,
0q < < < <log L F « t , A y E A ds F « t .Ž .Hu v u vt s
t
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Ž .We now choose « so that 0 - 4« - min cr2, yE A . Thus the integral in
Ž .32 is bounded by
0cŽ tr2. «te e dt ,H
y‘
< <for sufficiently large t , which gives the convergence of the last formulae
to zero for t “ y‘.
Ž . 0, 1Applying 29 for the C -norm one can find in a similar manner that0
Ž Ž Ž ...Xfor any g g G also the sequence f t, u v, g u v is contained in aV yt yt
C 0, 1-ball with center 0 for any v g VX. By Lemma 33.4 this limit is0
contained in C 0, 1.0
We now check the contraction condition. The expression,
D t [ uy t , v , g xq y uy t , v , g xqŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
satisfies
dD tŽ . ys a D t q B t , v D t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .u vtdt
Ž .where B t, v is given by the expression,
y qŽ q. y Ž q. y qŽ q. y Ž q.b u t , v , x , u t , v , g x y b u t , v , x , u t , v , g xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .u v 1 u v 2t t ,
Ž .D t
Ž Ž . . Ž q. Ž q. 0, 1if D t / 0 . We have the initial condition g x y g x for g g C ,1 2 i 0
i s 1, 2. The Lipschitz continuity of the coefficient b yields
t y5 5 5 5D t F exp a q L dt g y g .Ž . G H Gu v u v 1 2t tž /0
We also have
5 5 5 5g T t , u v , ? y g T t , u v , ? F g y g T u v , ? ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . G G1 t 2 t 1 2 tG
Ž .and by 27 ,
t q5 5T t , u v , ? F exp ya q L dt ,Ž . Ž .G Ht u v u vt tž /0
such that the contraction condition of Theorem 2.2 can be represented by
5 51 y q y qk v s a y a q L dt , K s E a y a y L - 0.Ž . H u v u v u vt t tž / ž /2 20
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The application of Theorem 2.2 and Remark 3.3 ensures the existence of
the fixed point gU in C 0, 1 which is tempered w.r.t. CG. The mapping,0 0
T = VX = R d 2 t , v , x ‹ S t , v , x g R2Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..Ž q.is measurable. Thus v ‹ f t, v, g v x is also measurable for any
q Ž . qXg g G , x g R which ensures by 11 that for fixed x the mapping,V
v ‹ gU v , xqŽ .
is measurable such that by Lemma 3.2 gU is the graph of an invariant
manifold.
Ž . qŽ q.By the third inequality in 26 the solution u t, v, x tends to zero
exponentially fast for t “ y‘ and v g VX. On the other hand we have
< U q q < 5 U 5 < q q <g u v , u t , v , x F g u v u t , v , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Gt t
5 U Ž .5By the temperedness of g v we have the exponential convergence ofG
the right-hand side for t “ y‘ and for any xq which shows that gU is the
graph of the unstable manifold.
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